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Instructions 

1) All Questions are compulsory. 

2) Answer any four sub-questions each in Q.1 & Q.2 in not more than 100 words. 

3) Answer Q.3 to Q.6 in not more than 400 words each. 

 

 

Q I) Answer any four of the following questions:                                                   (4 X 4 =16) 

    a) Explain ‘gender typing’, and ‘gender stereotypes’, with suitable examples.  

    b) Write a short note on gender identity.  

    c) Write a short note on ‘homophobia’ and its causes.  

    d) What are the consequences of token women in high places?  

    e) Explain the gender schema theory.  

    f) State the physical and cognitive similarities and differences across gender. 

  

 

Q II) Answer any four of the following questions:                                                  (4 X 4 =16) 

i) Explain the glass ceiling effect.  

ii) Describe gender- typical and gender- atypical children.  

    iii) Explain gender intensification in adolescence.  

    iv) Describe the gender differences in sexual attitudes.  

     v) Explain ‘parental imperative’ according to David Gutman.  

    vi) Explain the different alternatives to traditional gender roles.  

 

Q III A) Explain the factors that influence gender stereotypes.                                        (12) 

OR 

          B) Analyse the social theories that explain gender development.                            (12) 

 

Q IV A) Illustrate gender differences across men’s and women’s development.                 (12) 

OR 

          B) Explain the development of gender constancy and its contribution to                (12) 

             gender role adoption. 

 

Q V A) Examine the changing attitudes about gender roles across men’s work               (12) 

             and women’s work.                                                                                           

OR 

        B) Discuss the problems with the role of women in relation to social                      (12) 

            behaviour.                                                                                                         

 

Q VI A) Examine gender differences in relation to independence v/s connectedness.     (12) 

OR 

         B) Explain gender differences in relation to social dominance and aggression.      (12) 
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